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Abstract—Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices implement weak
authentication and access control schemes. The on-demand
nature of IoT devices requires a responsive communications
channel, which is often at odds with thorough authentication and
access control. This paper seeks to better understand IoT device
security by examining the design of authentication and access
control schemes. In this work, we explore the challenge of propagating credential revocation and access control list modifications
in a shared IoT ecosystem. We evaluate the vulnerability of 19
popular security cameras and doorbells against a straightforward
user-interface bound adversary attack. Our results demonstrate
that 16 of 19 surveyed devices suffer from flaws that enable
unauthorized access after credential modification or revocation.
We conclude by discussing these findings and propose a means
for balancing authentication and access control schemes while
still offering responsive communications channels.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices offer the promise of security and transparency for our connected homes. For example,
wireless doorbells can identify and deter package thieves [1].
As these devices have gained more popularity, they have begun
offering multiple user accounts per home. The benefit of
multiple user accounts permits cohabitants to access shared
devices in their homes. Multiple accounts allow a mother
to check in on her children while away on a business trip.
Simultaneously, a father may remotely close the connected
garage door while attending an evening lecture. Unfortunately,
the features that allow this same convenience can maliciously
and surreptitiously monitor the auditory, visual, and location
data between shared users. Technology-facilitated abuse is
increasingly being used to stalk intimate partners electronically [2]–[4]. Electronic stalking can persist after revoking
physical access to a shared residence. Poor authentication and
access control schemes significantly complicate this problem
by allowing an attacker access to previously shared IoT
devices.
To illustrate this problem, researchers found that Ring
doorbells failed to enforce a proper authentication scheme
for multiple users that shared a single account [5]. They
discovered that when a device owner changed the password,
Ring did not immediately force other users to re-authenticate.
Instead, users with a current session could remain connected
indefinitely without having to enter the new credentials. In
response to the vulnerability disclosure, Ring made changes
to their authentication model. However, Ring admitted that
credential modification still takes up to several hours to prop-

agate [5]. In the balance of usability and security, Ring argued
that immediately propagating credential modification would
adversely penalize user experience with a burdensome performance impact. Ring recognized this approach was flawed
and pushed a companion app update in January 2020 that
revoked access with a password change. Attacker persistence
after a password change is further complicated when attackers
compromise credential databases. Such IoT credential database
attacks are on the rise and have affected widely popular brands,
including Ring, Wyze, and Nest [6]–[8].
This paper hypothesizes that the Ring failure is not an
isolated incident but rather indicative of a systemic design
failure in how users authenticate in shared IoT ecosystems.
Specifically, we identify how credential revocation and modification often fails to propagate to connected users. Further, we
examine the lack of transparency and control that complicates
this problem. Authentication and access control should offer
device owners the ability to control and limit device capabilities to subjects. Some devices offer a naı̈ve model where
successful authentication grants full access to the device. More
mature implementations use access control lists that define the
device capabilities and the subjects that may control them. Authentication and access control list changes should propagate
immediately and be verifiable in order to preserve user privacy
and security. However, our work identifies systemic design
failures that prevent changes from propagating immediately
and lack the transparency needed for verification.
This paper makes the following contributions:
1) We propose an attack methodology to persist after access
revocation. Our attack allows a no longer permissioned
user to view the video streams of connected cameras
after a device owner has revoked or modified access.
2) We evaluate the susceptibility of our attack for 19 common security cameras and doorbells. We identify that 16
of the 19 devices are vulnerable to our attack. Further,
we identify that all devices can improve transparency
controls to identify privacy violations.
Findings: We uncover systemic design flaws that inform broad
findings. First, IoT API servers distribute access control lists
between APIs and low-latency content servers, effectively
creating different, incomparable versions of the same list.
Second, IoT devices fail to consider UI-bound adversaries
in their threat models. Third, IoT devices fail to provide
transparency of user access and actions. Finally, we argue that
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"wakeupServerKey": "<redacted>",
"wakeupServerList": [
"47.92.3.201:12306",
"47.254.35.114:12306",
"47.91.92.46:12306"
]
Fig. 2. API Servers provide users with the credentials to authenticate to
content servers. In this example, the Geenie API provides the authentication
and location for streaming video content servers.
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Fig. 1. Managed cloud environments offer centralized frameworks for
accessing IoT content. However, vendors often introduce authentication and
access control flaws into designs and implementations.

vendors falsely motivate challenges by suggesting a trade-off
exists between responsiveness and security.
Organization: Section II provides background, motivation and
the adversary threat model. Section III presents our straightforward attack methodology. In Section IV, we document
an evaluation of 19 connected cameras and doorbells and
summarize our findings. Section V discusses countermeasures
to prevent such attacks. Section VI discusses related work.
Section VII presents our conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND & M OTIVATION
A. Overview of IoT Authentication
Managed cloud environments, as depicted in Figure 1, offer
the ability for clients to interact with IoT devices through a
meet-in-the-middle approach. Managed services (e.g., Amazon
IoT Core, Microsoft Azure, TuyaSmart, or Google Home)
offer centralized frameworks for accessing IoT content.While
these frameworks offer fine-grained access control, device
vendors often introduce design and implementation flaws.
To better understand how these managed cloud environments
deliver IoT content, we describe a few of the key components
of these centralized frameworks.
API Gateways provide an interface to the capabilities of IoT
devices. API gateways grant authentication tokens to access
the low-latency content servers that stream dynamic content
(e.g., camera feeds.) To ensure content is available when
requested, core servers maintain perpetual connections to IoT
devices. Through this perpetual connection, core servers instruct IoT devices to publish their respective content to buckets
on the low-latency content servers. Through this meet-in-themiddle approach, clients never directly connect to IoT devices,
but are able to access their content through centralized content
servers that are generally available via cloud architectures.
However, vendors can introduce several flaws to the design
and implementation. We describe a subset of these flaws in
the next paragraphs.

"access_token": "<redacted>",
"access_token_expires_in": 86400,
"expires_in": 86400,
"refresh_token": "<redacted>",
"refresh_token_expires_in": 63072000,
Fig. 3. Content-server tokens with lengthy timeouts enable attackers to
connect after a password change. In this example, a user is allowed twentyfour hours of access to SmartThings content servers before the token expires.

B. Authentication and Access Control Flaws
Lengthy Token Expiration: A substantial flaw that enables
persistent access occurs when vendors fail to enforce proper
content feed timeouts. As illustrated in Figure 2, API Gateways
provide the credentials for users to access feeds on content
servers. These responses often include the password or token
to access feeds on content servers. In most cases, these credentials and content feeds should expire after a brief timeout.
A user may need to check a connected doorbell video-feed for
thirty seconds. However, a user should not be allowed to access
the doorbell hours later with the same token. Unfortunately,
vendors fail to include appropriate timeouts, as depicted in
Figure 3, as vendors may favor usability over security.
Relaxed Access Control: The always-responsive nature of IoT
demands vendors provide low-latency content. To accomplish
this, vendors may relax access controls and encryption. Junior
et. al [9] demonstrated that as many as 31% of IoT devices
fail to enforce encryption. Recently, Xioami and Nest failed
to ensure the security and privacy of Xioami camera feeds
by storing decrypted content in a cache. This cache failure,
coupled with poor integration into the Nest platform allowed
Xioami users to access the content of strangers [8], [10].
While platforms such as Amazon’s Simple Storage System
(S3) offers fine-grained access control, vendors often fail to
implement these controls. Recently, researchers discovered the
audio recordings from 583,000 CloudPets teddies stored in
unsecured S3 buckets without any access control [11].
Login Auditing: Password reuse is a common authentication
flaw that affects any system or service that relies on the
something you know authentication paradigm. This flaw allows
attackers to engage in credential stuffing attacks in which
they use credentials such as passwords and PINs gained from
previous attacks or from leaked credential lists to gain access
to other accounts. This approach was recently used to attack
the accounts of 3,000 Ring doorbell accounts by spraying

credentials harvested from other accounts [12]. The prevalence
of password reuse has been previously studied. Wash et al. [13]
found that users typically reused frequently used, complex
passwords over multiple websites, likely because of the perceived difficulty of creating, memorizing, and remembering
complex passwords. Similarly, Ur et al. [14] found that users
did not find password reuse problematic because they trusted
that their reused passwords were strong enough to mitigate this
vulnerability. Bailey et al. [15] show that users tend to reuse
passwords on high-value accounts such as financial since they
typically use stronger passwords on such accounts.
C. Motivation
We motivate our work by examining the negative impact
poor authentication and access control schemes have on intimate partner violence (IPV). Unauthorized IoT access poses
a threat to IPV victims since attackers can leverage IoT
devices to intimidate, threaten, monitor, and harass victims [3].
Although IoT devices offer the promise of security with ondemand access to incident maps and taglines such as Whole
Home Protection, poorly designed access controls can magnify
the effects of physical intimate partner violence [16]. Electronic stalking and surveillance present a difficult problem for
victims to counteract because IoT devices lack transparency
and control to protect victims. Victims are unaware of who is
connected and lack the fine-grained access control to restrict
unauthorized access. The straightforward attack described in
our work illustrates this problem. In our approach, the attacker
does not require an arsenal of hacking tools or deep knowledge
of networking and device protocols but instead executes within
the context of the companion app user interface. In the
following paragraphs, we detail the goals, capabilities, and
assumptions of such an attacker.
D. Threat Model
Attacker Goals: We consider an attacker whose goal is
to retain access to a device’s core functionality after an
authentication or access control modification or revocation.
As an illustration, we imagine a divorced spouse who can
surreptitiously monitor a home surveillance camera after being
removed from the shared camera by their former partner.
Attacker Capabilities: We consider a technically naı̈ve attacker. In terms of technical knowledge, we assume that the
attacker or adversary is what Freed et al. aptly term a UI-bound
adversary [3], and will use this term throughout the paper to
mean an authenticated user with adversarial intentions who
uses the standard UI provided by IoT devices and services to
gain access to information used to control or harass a victim.
Thus, the attacker may not need to have technical knowledge
beyond app usage details. Specifically, we do not expect the
attacker to know device specification details such as protocols
used, network, cloud setup or security details that would allow
access via means other than the vendor-provided UI.
Attacker Assumptions: Our approach relies on the condition
that the attacker has been authorized to access a device’s
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Fig. 4. Failures in credential revocation enables unauthorized and persistent
access for shared IoT ecosystems. In this example, Bob retains access despite
Alice’s attempts to revoke him from a shared camera system.

functionality. This access may have been legitimate, as in
the case of a domestic partnership or shared residence. Or
authentication and access may have also come through the
illegitimate disclosure of password credentials (e.g., a password dump.) We assume the attacker can initiate the attack
before being removed from the device by an access control
modification or revocation.
III. ATTACK OVERVIEW
Figure 4 depicts our straightforward attack method. In this
example, subjects Bob and Alice initially share a residence.
Bob’s goal is to gain indefinite access to Alice’s IoT camera
system. While living together, Alice grants Bob the ability to
view streaming video feeds on the camera system (¶). Next,
Bob uses the companion application to request a streaming
video feed. The API grants Bob a content-server token,
permitting access to a streaming video feed (·). As the device
owner, Alice revokes Bob’s access when the two separate (¸).
This revocation provides Alice with a message that the API
has successfully removed Bob’s access (¹). While Bob can
no longer connect to the API to get new tokens, his current
token is valid and Bob remains surreptitiously connected to the
camera live feed (º). Bob can now use this access to monitor,
stalk, and harass Alice. Alice is completely unaware of Bob’s
access as she believes she successfully revoked his access. In
the next section, we reproduce this attack against 19 popular
IoT cameras and doorbells.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Experiment Setup
We set up a lab environment to examine the vulnerability of
IoT devices to our proposed attack vector. We connected all
devices to a WiFi network and paired them with companion
applications running on two Android phones. When companion applications permitted, we made two accounts, one on each
phone, that shared access to the device.

TABLE I
T O DEMONSTRATE THE SYSTEMIC FLAWS IN I OT AUTHENTICATION AND ACCESS CONTROL , WE MEASURED THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ACCESS
MODIFICATION AND REVOCATION USING 19 POPULAR CONNECTED CAMERAS AND DOORBELLS . O UR RESULTS DEMONSTRATE SYSTEMIC DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION FLAWS EXIST IN THESE SCHEMES .

Device

Firmware
Version

App
Downloads

App Allows
Mitmproxy Cert

Account
Types

Persist After
Password Change

Persist After
Account Revocation

Arlo Camera
1.092.0.24 985
1,000,000+
No
Multiple
*
Blink Camera
2.151
1,000,000+
Yes
Single
○␣
Canary Camera
4.0.0
100,000+
No
Multiple
○␣
D-Link Camera
1.05.00
1,000,000+
No
Single
○␣
Geeni Mini Camera
2.7.2
1,000,000+
Yes
Multiple
○
Geeni Doorbell
1.8.1
1,000,000+
Yes
Multiple
○
Geeni Pan/Tilt Camera
1.3.5
1,000,000+
Yes
Multiple
○
Merkury Camera
2.7.2
1,000,000+
Yes
Multiple
○
Momentum Axel Camera
51.8
100,000+
Yes
Single
○
Nest Camera
Current
5,000,000+
Yes
Multiple
○
Nest Doorbell
Current
5,000,000+
Yes
Multiple
○
NightOwl Doorbell
WDB-20-V2-20190505
100,000+
Yes
Multiple
○
Ring Pro Doorbell
Current
5,000,000+
No
Multiple
○␣
Ring Standard Doorbell
Current
5,000,000+
No
Multiple
○␣
Samsung Camera
3.6.29.3.3P
100,000,000+
Yes
Multiple
*
SimpliSafe Camera
Current
500,000+
Yes
Single
○
SimpliSafe Doorbell
Current
500,000+
Yes
Single
○
Tend Secure Camera
00.15.009
50,000+
Yes
Multiple
*
TP-Link Kasa Camera
2.2.31
1,000,000+
No
Single
è
* : Device does not allow multiple logins of same account
○␣: Video stream access revoked within 1 minute
○: Video stream access not revoked after 30 minutes
è: Video stream access revoked within 10 minutes
○: Neither video stream access nor API access revoked after 30 minutes

Tested Devices: We evaluated 19 popular connected cameras
and doorbells available in 2019. To determine the popularity
of each device, we report in Table I the number of application
downloads for the companion application on the Google
Play Store. When possible, we intercepted the SSL traffic
of companion applications using mitmproxy [17] to analyze
the communication to Gateway APIs and content servers. We
noted applications that did not enforce SSL pinning.

Labeled Results: To evaluate an attacker’s ability to retain
device access after a password change, we connected to the
video stream of the IoT devices using the Android companion
applications. We then changed the password using the companion application on a separate device and noted the time until
access was revoked from the first device (see Table I). Cases
where the companion application revoked access immediately
are denoted with ○␣. We labeled feeds that were revoked within
10 minutes with è. Feeds that were available for over 30
minutes are labeled with ○. We used a ○ to indicate that the
companion application could receive the current feed as well
as conduct administrative functions (e.g., viewing previous
motion events or controlling access to the device) through
the companion application. We then repeated the experiment
to evaluate the impact of access revocation using a separate
account. To evaluate this, we connected to a video stream using
the first account on the companion application on one device.
On a separate device, we connected to the IoT device using
a second account to revoke the first user’s access. We labeled
our results using the same scheme as described previously.

○␣
○
○
○
○
○
○␣
○␣
○
è
è
○
○
-

B. Evaluation Results
Table I summarizes our evaluation results. Our experiments
showed that 16 of 19 devices suffered from either an authentication or access control flaw that permitted an attacker access
an IoT device after a password change or account revocation.
Further, 4 of the 19 devices permitted access to IoT API
servers after a password change. These results confirm our
hypothesized attack vector and offer insight into the systemic
nature of the problem. In the following paragraphs, we discuss
key findings that include isolation, immaturity, and insight
problems that accompany IoT. Despite these findings, we argue
that problem constraints are falsely motivated and vendors are
capable of realizing secure solutions.
C. Evaluation Findings
Finding 1: Isolation between IoT API servers and lowlatency content-servers enables unauthorized IoT access:
Our experiments showed that API servers often isolate lowlatency content servers. This division forces API servers and
low-latency content servers to use different versions of access
control lists. As an example, 10 devices restricted a user’s
interaction with the companion app controls through the API
but permitted streaming video feeds from low-latency content
servers. When a device owner explicitly revokes access, they
falsely assume that revocation propagates to both the API and
the low-latency content servers. However, in these 10 devices,
the device owner only revokes access to the API. Revocation
to low-latency content servers does not occur for the hours or
days until the content-server authentication token expires.

Fig. 5. Access control flaws permit a a user to view a streaming video feed
despite access revocation.

Finding 2: IoT designs do not consider UI-bound adversaries: IoT vendors often fail to consider situations where an
attacker can leverage the UI as a component of the attack.
Recent approaches to IoT security focus on protecting datain-transit or enacting system controls to protected embedded
hardware. However, this often blinds IoT vendors from adversaries that leverage the UI instead of advanced hacking
techniques. Figure 5 depicts such an attack where the API
removes the attacker via the companion app’s UI, but the
attacker is still able to view a device’s streaming video feed.
Finding 3: IoT provides limited transparency of connections and access control: Traditional hosts and networks
offer a broad array of intrusion detection and prevention
systems. However, a key finding of this paper is that IoT
lacks this same transparency. In our experiments, we found
limited notifications that accurately described the correct state
of the access control list or could describe connected users. 12
companion applications incorrectly displayed the list of shared
accounts, giving users a false sense of security that previous
owners had been fully revoked.
Finding 4: Access control is achievable without affecting
usability: Device responsiveness is often falsely used to
motivate a vendor’s ability to perform immediate and verifiable
revocation [5]. However, our experiments identified that Arlo,
Blink, and D-Link cameras immediately revoked access when
requested by the user. While a user study would be needed
to further examine this finding, there were no noticeable
performance impacts on either device during the course of
our experiments.
V. D ISCUSSION
A. Potential Countermeasures
In the following section, we introduce transparency and
control methods to prevent our proposed attack. In doing so,
we examine the trade-offs between security and usability.
Connection Transparency: The limited user interfaces of IoT
devices lack the transparency of traditional hosts. Companion
apps offer an opportunity to overcome this gap in transparency

by providing an interface to view the device behaviors and
actions. However, IoT companion apps often focus on simplifying the user experience. This trade-off between usability and
security is a key component of IoT vulnerabilities. Providing a
list of current connections to the device owner could mitigate
the effects of our proposed attack vector. To this end, a device
owner could unplug a compromised IoT device. However,
identifying a notification scheme presents a challenge. Hiding
the connection transparency list inside a companion app view
would require the user to access the companion app. In
contrast, presenting a device level notification with every new
connection could make such warnings ineffective [18]. To
combat this possible warning fatigue, we recommend future
work should study how appropriately deliver context-aware
notifications. One method for gaining context is to leverage
device and companion app analytics to develop user insight
algorithms designed to deliver notifications when the users
need them most.
Credential Insight Algorithms: Credential insight algorithms
offer the potential to identify anomalous credential usage. IoT
devices and their companion applications produce a wealth of
context and analytics as possible input to these algorithms,
including IP addresses, geo-location data, companion device
operating system details, and user behavior patterns. Vendors
such as Synamedia [19] have proposed leveraging credential
insight algorithms to detect unauthorized use and credential
sharing for online media services such as Hulu, Netflix, and
Disney+. These approaches leverage predictive analytics to detect credential sharing and to implement automated responses.
Further, credential sharing algorithms can aid in detecting
credential compromises. Applied to IoT, these same algorithms
can identify anomalous logins to device APIs and low-latency
content servers to identify stolen and reused credentials. This
approach moves defense into the always-responsive cloud,
leveraging the processing and storage not available at the
device level. However, this approach requires further study
to realize a viable solution.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
IoT Camera Attacks: Many papers in this area focus on outside attackers gaining access to IoT cameras via vulnerabilities
in the camera itself or their connection protocols. Heffner [20]
showed that more than 50 IoT cameras were vulnerable to
several 0-day vulnerabilities on the cameras themselves that
allowed an outside attacker to gain access to the camera
feed, as well as replace the feed with a static image. This
replacement of the feed with a static image is of most interest
to the work described in this paper, as it represents the opposite
of what we show here: that an attacker can choose what
a legitimate user sees via the camera. Further, O’Connor et
al. [21] demonstrated the ability to transparently blind camera
systems by selective traffic forwarding. Seralathan et al. [22]
extended Heffner’s work to show the vulnerabilities in the
network protocols rather than the camera itself. They showed
that a Netgear IP-based camera was vulnerable to outside

attackers via unencrypted network data sent between the
camera and the cloud, including cleartext camera credentials
(e.g., SSID and password). Their suggestions for mitigation
were limited to encrypting network data [22].
UI Bound Adversary Attacks: Rather than addressing external attackers, we focus instead on those with legitimate access
to a camera retaining the camera feed after their credential
revocation. Technology-facilitated abuse, or tech abuse has
been a topic of research in IoT since home-based IoT devices,
including cameras, can be used to observe or control the
behavior of victims and survivors of domestic abuse. This area
of research is directly related to our work since it is assumed
that the abuser and the victim both have legitimate access
to the IoT-enabled camera. Freed et al. [3] define the term
UI-bound adversary to describe an authenticated attacker that
interacts with target devices via their standard user interface
only. This is markedly different from the attackers described in
the previous paragraph since it implies that deep knowledge of
device inner workings or network protocols is not required to
facilitate device control. However, while Freed et al. (as well
as similar work in the tech abuse research area [4], [23], [24])
identify important means by which UI bound adversaries can
launch attacks, they do not focus upon revocation of legitimate
access to IoT devices. Thus, we find that there is a need for this
type of research, given that it focuses on a vulnerability that
may cause an abuse victim to remain in the abuser’s control.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Securing the privacy of IoT content is crucial to protecting
user privacy. In this study, we analyzed the authentication
and access control schemes of 19 popular security cameras
and connected doorbells. We hypothesized and implemented
an attack to gain persistent access to IoT content. Our
results demonstrated that 16 of 19 devices suffered from
an authentication or access control flaw that permitted an
attacker access to an IoT device after a password change
or account revocation. Our analysis identified a systemic
failure in device authentication and access control schemes
for shared IoT ecosystems. Our study suggests there is a long
road ahead for vendors to implement the security and privacy
of IoT produced content.
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